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PART _ A
Answer all questions. Each question carry 1 mark.

1. Write the derivative of x'sinx.

,2 -L2. Find lim "r)2 X -2
3. State Elitreme value theorem.

4. Find lim (x' x).

5. State mean value theorem.

6. Write the equation of length of the smooth curve y=f(x).

7. State theorem of Pappus.

8. Define coshx.

9. Approximate value of acceleralion due to gravity is 

-.

10. Write the formula for finding volume by cylindrical shell about y --€xis.

(10x1=10Marks)
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PART - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

11. tf B-x'z and gq=3. find dI at x-to..dtdt
'12. Find the formula fot dy and Lyroi y = x3 -

13. Define a decreasing function with an example-

14. State second dedvative lest.

15. Express the derivative with respect to x of y = y'? in differential form

. 16. State L-Hospitals Rule for I form.

17. lf S(l) = t3 - 6r'? is the position function, tind the acceleration function.

18. State Constant Difference Theorem.

19. Find the average value of the function f(x)-3x on [1,3].

20. Evaluate l-!L.
l"l't x

21. State Cavalieri's Principle.

22. Find the value of sinho and cosho.

23. Prove that cosh'?x sinh'?x = 1.

24. For what values of p does the integraf i4 converges?

25. Define solid of revolution and axis of revolution.

26. Write the formula for finding surface area for revolution around y-axis.

. PART-C 
(8x2= 16 Marks)

Answer any six questions. Each question cany 4 marks.

27. Find the local approximation of f(x)= sinx at xo = O and approximate'sin 2' using
this.

28. Findthevalueof (a) lim,xlogx (b) 
,lii1a(l- tan x)sec 2x." y,o, - ' ,,4a'
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29. Find the relative extrema of f(x)=3f -5rs.

30. Verify Rolle's theorem for t(x)= x2 -g**15 on the interval [3,5].

31. Use an approximate local linear approximale to estimate the value ot JN .

32. Find the dimension of the rectangle with maximum area that can be inscribed in a
circle of radius 10 cm.

A particle moves along an s -axis. Find the position function of the particle with

and

(a) y(r)= 3r'z-2t, s(0):1

(b) a(t) = 3sinst, v(o)=3, s(0)=3.

Evatuate (a) T4 tol Tq.
"X- 

i x

35. Find the area of the region that is enclosed between the curves

Y=x-6.

36. Find the centroid of the semicircular region in the given rigure.

37. Find the lenglh of the graph ot r1x1=$+1,'t<x <+.

the curves y=1638. Find the

quadrant ,

volume of the region between

revolved about x -axis.

and in first

(6x4=24Marks)
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(b)

{c)

40. (a)

PART - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carry 15 marks.

39. (a) Suppose x and y are functions of f and lel x2+y2 =2x+4y. Given that

{ - -s. rinO dyldt when (x,y)=(3,t)dt ''
Let y = Jy . Find formulae for Ly and dy .

Find lim(1+sinxf . .

Find the absolute maximum and minimum values of the functions
f(x)=21q3 -'1512 ] r6x on the interv;l [1,5] and determine where the values
occur.

(b) Sketch the graph of y = " -.1 , and identify the locations of all asymptotes,
x"

intercepts, relative extrema and inrlection points.

a1. (a) Find the radius and height of the right circular cylinder of the largest volume
that can be inscribed in a right circular cDne with radius.6 cm and height. 10 cm.

(b) Verify mean value theorem for f(x)= x3 1y-4 on the interval [- 1, 2] and find
the point c .

42. (a\ A region is bounded by the lines y = x2, x =2 and x-axis. Find the volume
of the solid generated by revolving the region about (i) X axis (ii) yaxis.

(b) Find the area of surface generated by revolving the cunte y = 2J; , 1< x < 2
aboul X -axis.

43. (a) The region enclosed by the X-axis and the parabola y =3x-x2 is revolved
about the vertical line x = -1 to generate a solid. Find its volume.

(b) Find the area of the region enclosed by x = y2 and y = y -2.
  . (a) Find the centre of gravity of the triangular lamina with vertices (0,0), (0, 1)

and (1, 0) with density ,. = 3 .

(b) Show that if a body released from rest is in free fall, then its€verage velocity

over a time interval [0, r] during its fall is its velocity at time ].
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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